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Abstract—With the increase in the capacity and power rating
of batteries in today’s HEVs and EVs, the battery thermal man-
agement (BTM) system bears growing importance in vehicle safety
and efficiency. A practical BTM system is commonly coupled with
the passenger cabin heating-ventilation-air-conditioning (HVAC)
system, which makes a major energy consumer and a challenging
control object. Thanks to the connected and automated vehicle
(CAV) technology, predictions of the vehicle speed profile and
power trajectory can be obtained, providing the possibility for
predictive control of the BTM and HVAC coupled system in or-
der to maintain battery safety, passenger comfort, and to reduce
energy consumption. However, the tradeoff among higher energy
saving potential and wider control range from a long and sparse
horizon, and higher accuracy from a short and dense horizon
is inevitable in the conventional predictive control. In this pa-
per, a two-layer predictive control strategy for warm/hot weather
is proposed to address the aforementioned tradeoff. The upper
layer controller firstly plans the optimized battery temperature
trajectory according to the look-ahead speed preview and battery
power profiles provided by the CAV network and the integrated
BTM and HVAC system efficiency surface from off-line data. Then
the lower layer model predictive controller tracks the planned
trajectory and cabin temperature reference while enforcing the
energy consumption optimization. Simulation results demonstrate
that the proposed strategy exhibits accurate battery and passenger
cabin temperature reference tracking while achieving up to 10.47%
HVAC energy saving comparing to a baseline control strategy with
UDDS profile and typical driving conditions. Implementation of
the proposed strategy on a real-time vehicle emulator based on
rapid control prototyping (RCP) and hardware-in-the-loop (HIL)
platforms demonstrates the real-world implementation capability
of the proposed two-layer framework.

Index Terms—Battery thermal management (BTM),
heating-ventilation-air-conditioning (HVAC), connected and
automated vehicle (CAV), model predictive control (MPC), energy
management, real-time optimization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the market share of HEVs, PHEVs and EVs keep-
ing increasing, the energy consumption optimization

for these vehicles becomes economically and environmentally
important. The vehicle HVAC system is a major onboard energy
consumer. Operating HVAC system can results in range reduc-
tion in EVs by up to 50% [1], demonstrating the importance of
the HVAC system optimization in the overall energy efficiency
of the electrified vehicles [2].

Meanwhile, as the vehicles are becoming increasingly electri-
fied, the battery power and energy capacity are both increasing.
This is bringing up the importance of battery thermal manage-
ment (BTM) system which is crucial for the safety and health
of lithium-ion batteries. To this end, extensive studies have also
been focused on BTM methods and optimization, see [3] and
the references therein.

In a hot climate, both the passenger cabin and the battery
require cooling. An important fact is that the cooling capacity in
the BTM system almost always comes from the HVAC system,
meaning the BTM and HVAC systems are tightly coupled, whose
integration architectures have also been studied. In [4] and [5],
the authors point out three architectures, namely passive air
cooling, active air cooling and liquid cooling for the battery, with
increasing cooling capacity. Among them, the active air cooling
provides considerable cooling capacity without adding much
extra cost to the HVAC system, making it suitable for vehicles
with medium battery power, such as plug-in HEV (PHEV). This
is the studied architecture in this paper.

The control of the BTM and HVAC coupled system is chal-
lenging. A predictive control is preferable. The battery can ex-
perience sporadic power peaks in driving during which the heat
generation rate may exceed the BTM capacity. The predictive
controller can take action in advance to maintain the battery
temperature within safe range. Specifically, the benefits of both
long horizon and short horizon are needed. In case that a high
and long duration power peaks happens in the relatively far
future which requires the battery cooling to start much ahead
to prevent a later overheating, a long horizon is needed. A
long horizon can also facilitate a lower consumption cooling
trajectory by providing enough information for a more global
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decision making. On the other hand, the control with shorter
and denser sampling is preferred to regulate the temperatures
accurately with a feedback mechanism. In the CAV network,
real-time traffic data and historical traffic patterns for the routes
ahead can be obtained via vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) and
vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communications. The predicted speed
profile and battery power trajectory from the traffic planning
algorithm and the onboard powertrain control and the densely
sampled real-time vehicle data can support the long and short
horizon control respectively. However, given a limited real-time
computation capacity, the tradeoff between wider control range,
lower cost from a longer but sparse horizon and the higher
accuracy from a shorter but dense horizon is inevitable.

Several works regarding the BTM or HVAC have emerged
to utilize the CAV benefits [6] – [11], but all with limitations.
In [6], [7] and [8], BTM and HVAC control are independently
investigated, but the integration has not been investigated. In [9]
and [10] the integration of different vehicle sub-systems are
investigated and the multi-layer concept has been introduced,
but BTM and HVAC integration and real-time implementation
have not been studied. The integration of BTM and HVAC has
been reported in [11] and [12], but the architecture is not active
air cooling by the definition above, and the presumption is that
the BTM capacity is small and BTM is only the receiver of
the cabin air and has no influence on HVAC, not reflecting
high degree coupling. Also importantly, in [11] and [12], the
hierarchical predictive structure is employed, but with all levels
using typical model predictive controller (MPC) format. In the
scenario in which very long vehicle speed and power preview are
available, these methods may face challenges in fully leveraging
the preview data due to the intrinsic limit of the prediction
horizon.

In this paper, a two-layer predictive optimization control strat-
egy with hybrid mechanisms is proposed to obtain the benefits
of both long and short horizon. An upper layer colorred”global
sorting and hole filling” planner (GSHFP) generates optimal bat-
tery temperature trajectory over a long horizon based on system
efficiency investigation and the long speed and battery power
data provided by CAV technology. Its algorithm is specifically
designed so that a battery temperature guideline over a very
long horizon is planned to ensure battery thermal safety and
a generally lower energy cost, with only modest calculation
burden. A lower layer MPC follows the planned trajectory while
more accurately regulating the temperatures in the integrated
system and enforcing cost optimization. Battery and passenger
cabin temperature control and energy consumption minimiza-
tion can consequently be simultaneously achieved. The success-
ful execution and validation results on a real-time vehicle model
and onboard ECU emulator endorses the strategy’s real-world
implementation.

In section II, the BTM and HVAC integrated model is intro-
duced. The GSHFP in stage 1 and the MPC in stage 2 are de-
scribed in section III and section IV respectively. Simulation and
real-time vehicle emulator experimental results are evaluated in
section V and section VI respectively, and the paper concludes
in section VII.

Fig. 1. BTM and HVAC coupling principle.

II. SYSTEM MODEL ESTABLISHMENT

In this paper, the active air cooling architecture is investigated.
The BTM and HVAC integrated system is illustrated in Fig. 1.
A duct guides the cool air coming from the outlet of the AC
evaporator to the battery chamber, where the battery pack is
cooled. The exhaust air then returns to the air conditioner air
intake. The battery cooling fan regulates the air mass rate to the
battery and controls the cooling rate.

A high fidelity simulation model is constructed based on the
NREL CoolSim [21] vehicle HVAC system simulation package.
The original CoolSim model basically includes the left part in
Fig. 1. For simplicity, a lumped battery thermal model is built
for the BTM physics. It can be expressed with (1).

Rbat = f(SOC, Tbat)

Ibat≈(VOC −
√

V 2
OC − 4PbatRbat)/(2Rbat)

Pbat_HI = Pbat_HI_IRV + Pbat_HI_RV

= I2
bat·Rbat + Ibat·Tbat·δVOC

δTbat

ΔTbat = δt
Pbat_HI(t)− Pbat_HO(t)

Cbat·mbat

Tbat_terminal − Tbat_initial =
Hin −Hout

Cbat·mbat
(1)

where Tbat, Rbat, Ibat, Pbat, VOV are battery temperature,
internal resistance, current, power and open-circuit voltage,
respectively. Pbat_HI and Pbat_HO are battery heat generation
and cooling rate, respectively. Pbat_HI_IRV and Pbat_HI_RV

represent the irreversible joule heat and the reversible heat
respectively. Cbat and mbat are battery thermal capacity and
total mass, respectively. Further,Hin andHout are the generated
and dissipated heat, respectively. Rbat’s dependency on SOC is
modest unless SOC is lower than 20%. Modifications are made
to the CoolSim model to incorporate the battery thermal model
and establish the integration.

The term δVOC/δTbat in Pbat_HI_RV is highly dependent on
the specific material and structure of the battery cells. Read-
ers can find information in literature such as [14] and [15].
One common characteristic is its dependency on state of
charge (SOC) [16], [17]. For generality, and considering that
Pbat_HI_RV has limited weight compared with Pbat_HI_iRV ,
we use two pieces of sinusoidal curves to approximate the
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Fig. 2. Battery reversible heat consideration: (a) approximated δVOC/δTbat

curve; (b) SOC trajectory.

Fig. 3. General principle of the proposed control strategy.

δVOC/δTbat vs. SOC characteristic, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In the
later simulations and real-time experiments, an SOC trajectory
as shown in Fig. 2(b) is featured during the UDDS profile
to reflect the typical battery usage and the various effect of
Pbat_HI_RV .

This model is simulated in Simulink. System parameters and
inputs, state and output variables are recorded from the results
of extensive simulations. These data are used to determine the
system efficiency characteristics and to identify control-oriented
model parameters in the next two sections, respectively.

III. UPPER LAYER - BATTERY TEMPERATURE PLANNER

First, the overall diagram of the two-layer predictive control
strategy is given in Fig. 3.

The primary goal of the upper layer is to maintain the battery
temperature in a desirable range during the trip. This range is
first determined by off-line study. According to the summary of
literature data, the comfort zone for lithium-ion batteries, within
which the overall aging is slowest and the internal resistance is
minimal, lies in a temperature range from approximately 15 ◦C
to 40 ◦C [18] – [20]. A practical temperature range is then
determined within this range with consideration of the ambient
temperature. Finally, the midpoint of this range is chosen as the
reference temperature.

According to the battery thermal model in (1), battery temper-
ature increment at the end of the predictive horizon is determined
by the net heat generation during the horizon. With the estimated
battery power trajectory according to the look-ahead preview
data, the total heat generation over the horizon can be calculated.
Therefore, the total amount of heat needed to be dissipated
from the BTM can be determined with respect to the real-time
temperature and the given reference.

The next step is the distribution of the total heat dissipation
across the prediction horizon. The general idea is to let the

TABLE I
SIMULATION CONDITIONS FOR INTEGRATED MODEL INVESTIGATION

Fig. 4. Integrated system consumption dependencies: (a) on vehicle speed;
(b) on cooling power; (c) on original battery current.

BTM run at higher power when the integrated system is more
efficient. Vehicle speed and cooling power are the two major
variables. Therefore, two groups of simulations are conducted
on the system model in section II to respectively investigate the
vehicle speed and cooling power dependencies on the system
efficiency. The simulation settings are given in Table I. Each
combination of vehicle speed and cooling power in Table I
has a corresponding simulation, and data from the results are
comprehensively recorded.

The average results are shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4(a) it can
be seen that, the system power consumption drops monotoni-
cally with the increase of the vehicle speed, indicating higher
efficiency at higher speed. This result intuitively complies with
the underlying physics in that the A/C condenser incoming
air speed is higher with higher vehicle speed, letting the heat
exchange be faster and therefore increasing the efficiency. The
system power consumption variation with the increase of battery
cooling power is given in Fig. 4(b). It is shown that, the efficiency
is generally high when the cooling power is under 1200 W, with a
slight decrease at 600 W. Efficiency drops rapidly when cooling
power exceeds 1200 W, and the cooling capacity limit is reached
when the cooling power is approximately 2100 W, beyond which
the system can no longer track the references.

It should also be noted that the integrated system draws energy
itself from the battery and thus changes the original battery
current trajectory. For a given amount of current increment,
the resistive loss and extra generated heat is higher when the
original battery current is already higher. This can be illustrated
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Fig. 5. Integrated system cost surface.

Fig. 6. Vehicle speed and battery current trajectory of UDDS cycle with
PHEV20 model.

in Fig. 4(c). This extra heat introduces extra burden to battery
cooling.

After the dependencies of the system efficiency on vehicle
speed, battery cooling power and original battery current am-
plitude are independently and quantitatively obtained, as shown
in Fig. 5, a meshed system cost surface is accordingly drawn.
The speed profile in Fig. 6 is the urban dynamometer driving
schedule (UDDS) and the battery current trajectory comes from
the corresponding simulation using Autonomie PHEV20 model.
The cost variation along the x-axis reflects the efficiency depen-
dency on vehicle speed and original battery current amplitudes
which are time-variant factors, while the cost variation along
y-axis reflects the efficiency dependency on the battery cooling
power. The z-axis value of each point on the surface represents
the integrated cost of the particular corresponding conditions.

With the cost surface ready, a “global sorting and hole filing”
planner (GSHFP) is designed, leveraging the entire previewed
vehicle speed and battery power trajectory to plan a battery
temperature trajectory such that the cooling cost is minimized.

The first step is global sorting. Among all points mapped
with the cost surface, the first group of points with the lowest
costs, whose number corresponds to the total heat needed to be
dissipated, are chosen to form the preliminary cooling power
distribution. The results of this step is shown in Fig. 7.

It can be seen from Fig. 7 that, there are discontinuous sec-
tions, or holes, in the preliminary cooling power distribution at
some instants along the horizon because the cost of these sections
are higher than the adjacent sections at each respective instant.
This discontinuity is, however, not realistic by the definition
of coordinate expression. Therefore a hole filling procedure is

Fig. 7. Preliminary cooling power distribution after cost sorting.

Fig. 8. Hole filling for the completion of cooling power distribution.

Fig. 9. Upper-layer planning results: (a) cooling power distribution; (b) battery
temperature trajectory.

conducted. The holes are first filled and their total number is
recorded, while forming an initial cooling power contour. Then
the contour of the preliminary cooling power distribution is
cyclically searched and the contour points with the highest costs
are removed. The contour slightly recedes each time until the
number of the removed points reaches the number of holes.
After this procedure, the battery cooling power distribution is
completed, with total heat dissipation target and minimal energy
consumption both reached. The hole filling and contour receding
results are illustrated in Fig. 8.

With the battery cooling power distribution and the real-time
battery temperature, the battery temperature trajectory along
the horizon is then derived. The battery cooling power and
temperature trajectory is used to update the battery current
trajectory and battery resistance and therefore the total heat
needed to be dissipated. The procedures from the global sorting
are then repeated in an iterative manner. After a given number of
iterations, the battery temperature trajectory is finally planned.
The planning results are shown in Fig. 9, in which the crimson
curve and scarlet curves represent the results of the first and the
final iteration respectively. The whole process of the upper-layer
battery temperature planning is summarized in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Upper layer battery temperature planner flowchart.

In this study, the upper layer horizon is set as 1375 s to
cover the entire speed cycle and power trajectory. It should be
noted that, it is hard for CAV network to make the look-ahead
preview of such length without uncertainty. However, it is still
reasonable to assume that the CAV technology can provide long
previews of speed and power with a limited error. The impact of
prediction uncertainty is evaluated in Section V. In this context,
such a horizon is reasonable for the proposed strategy because
the algorithm of the upper layer is specifically designed so that
it only brings modest computation burden to the simulation and
real-time experimental platforms. This is elaborated in section
VI. In the real-world applications, the horizon can be adjusted
according to the length of horizon that the speed and power
prediction can provide.

IV. LOWER LAYER - BTM AND HVAC INTEGRATED MPC

The goals of the lower layer controller are to track the battery
and cabin temperature references and to minimize the energy
consumption. The accurate reference tracking is challenging due
to the complexity of the integrated system. Also, there is actually
a tradeoff between track accuracy and energy consumption.
Therefore, an MPC with a shorter prediction horizon and a
higher sampling rate is chosen for the system control.

A control-oriented model (COM) of the integrated system is
first constructed based on combination of the underlying physics
and empirical knowledge. The model is expressed in (2).

Tcab(k + 1) = Tcab(k) + γ1[Tint(k)− Tcab(k)]

+ γ2[Tshell(k)− Tcab(k)]

+ γ3[Tain(k)− Tcab(k)]dmcab(k) + τ1

Tevap(k + 1) = γ4Tevap(k)

+ γ5[Tevap_set(k)− Tevap(k)]

+ γ8Pbat_HO(k) + τ(2)

Tbat(k + 1) = Tbat(k) + Ts(Pbat_HI(k)

− Pbat_HO(k))/(Cbatmbat)

Tain(k) = γ6Tevap(k) + γ7[0.9·Tcab(k)

+ 0.1·Tamb(k)− Tevap(k)]dmcab(k)

+ γ9Tamb(k) + τ3

Pbat_HI = Ibat
2Rbat(k) + Ibat(k)·Tbat(k)·δVOC

δTbat

Pbat_HO = dmbat(k)Cair(1 − e
− K

dmbat(k)Cair )

·[Tbat(k)− Tain(k)]

Rbat(k) =

5∑
i=0

KR
T (i)·((Tbat(k))− 273.16)i,

KR
T = [2.7020·10−2, 1.3914·10−3, 4.3148·10−5,

3.9413·10−7, 7.8229·10−10,−5.1949·10−11]

Tint(k + 1) = Tint(k) + (Tcab(k)− Tint(k))·Ts

·1.9753·10−4

Tshell(k + 1) = Tshell(k) + (Tcab(k)− Tshell(k))·Ts

·1.8067·10−4 (2)

where the battery temperature Tbat, HVAC evaporator wall
temperature Tevap and the passenger cabin temperature Tcab

are chosen as state variables. The A/C blower air mass rate
dmcab, the evaporator wall reference temperature T ∗

evap and the
battery cooling air mass rate dmbat are control variables. Tamb

is the ambient air temperature. Ibat and Rbat are battery current
and internal resistance, respectively. K is the battery thermal
conduction constant. γ1 to γ8 and τ1 to τ3 are constants identified
based on the behavior of the high fidelity system model. It
should be noted that although cabin interior temperatureTint and
cabin shell temperature Tshell are time-varying, their dynamics
are pre-known and very slow, and have no influence on BTM
and HVAC coupling. Thus, Tint and Tshell are treated as input
parameters. SOC is also treated as an slowly changing input
parameter for determining δVOC

δTbat
. The parameters are identified

using data from the high-fidelity model simulations and an tool
kit developed from MATLAB IDNLGREY. The results are given
in (3).

The MPC cost function and the optimization constraints are
next defined as (4) to ((6)) and (7) respectively. Pcompressor,
PAC_blower and Pbat_fan are the power of the compressor,
HVAC blower and battery cooling fan. KC_1 to KC_5 are coeffi-
cients. CP _vs_v is a fitted curve which reflects the vehicle speed
dependency of the cost, previously given in Fig. 4(a). Notice
thatTbat_ref comes from the battery temperature trajectory from
the upper layer. The lower layer controller is summarized and
illustrated in Fig. 11.

[γ1, γ2, . . ., γ9] = [0.2076, 0.2404, 1.771, 1.219,

[h] 0.6271, 0.8258, 0.03667, 0.001185, 0.06979]

[τ1, τ2, τ3] = [−1.473,−83.48, 53.85] (3)

In this study, the lower-layer MPC prediction horizon is set as
50 s, or 10 sampling points. This setting is chosen to balance the
tracking performance, cost reduction capacity, and computation
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Fig. 11. Lower layer BTM and HVAC MPC.

burden.

COST =
N_H∑
k=1

[KC_1·Pcompressor(k)

+KC_2·PAC_blower(k)

+KC_3·(Tcab(k)− Tcab_ref (k))
2

+KC_4·Pbat_fan(k)

+KC_5·(Tbat(k)− Tbat_ref (k))
2] (4)

Pcompressor(k) = CP _vs_v· Cair

ηCOP
KP _1dmcab

·(Tamb(k)− Tain(k))

+ (β1P
2
bat_HO + β2Pbat_HO + β3)

PAC_blower(k) = KP _2(β4dm
2
cab + β5dmcab + β6)

Pbat_fan(k) = β7dm
3
bat + β8dm

2
bat

+ β9dmbat + β10

CP _vs_v = β11Vveh(k)
4 + β12Vveh(k)

3

+ β13Vveh(k)
2 + β14Vveh(k) + β15 (5)

[β1, β2, . . ., β15] = [8.6667·10−5, 2.7167·10−1,

− 2.8000·10−14, 2.4156·105,−1.9742·104

4.9318·102, 2.4096·104,−1.1160·102,

2.4688·101, 2.6724·10−14, 1.1953·10−8,

1.3296·10−6, 7.2504·10−6,−8.5719·10−3,

9.9938·10−1]

[KP _1,KP _2] = [1.51, 1.50] (6)

20◦C ≤ Tcab ≤ 35◦C

0◦C ≤ Tevap ≤ 18◦C

15◦C ≤ Tbat ≤ 41◦C

0.001 kg/s ≤ dmcab ≤ 0.15 kg/s

3◦C ≤ Tevap_set ≤ 10◦C

0.0001 kg/s ≤ dmbat ≤ 0.05 kg/s

−0.005 kg/s ≤ dmcab(k + 1)− dmcab(k) ≤ 0.005 kg/s

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

−0.5◦C ≤ Tevap_set(k + 1)− Tevap_set(k) ≤ 0.5◦C

−0.002 kg/s ≤ dmbat(k + 1)− dmbat(k) ≤ 0.005 kg/s
(7)

V. SIMULATION EVALUATION

Simulations on desktop computer are conducted to evaluate
the performance of the proposed control strategy. The integrated
BTM and HVAC system model in section II is incorporated with
the comprehensive vehicle model PHEV20 (which is parallel
hybrid and features a 20 kWh lithium-ion battery pack) from
the Autonomie vehicle simulation package. Parameters in the
simulations are listed in Table II. The upper layer battery temper-
ature planner is implemented using MATLAB-function block.
The lower layer MPC controller formulated using YALMIP [22]
optimization interface, in which the internal-point optimization
solver tool IPOPT [23] is used to solve the optimization numer-
ically.

The simulations are based on the UDDS driving cycle. The
speed profile and battery current trajectory of the cycle are shown
in Fig. 6. Three control groups are set for the performance
comparisons, which use on/off controller, PI regulator, and pure
MPC without the upper layer. In Control Group 1, for the BTM,
the on/off controller starts cooling the battery at full power
when the battery temperature exceeds 39 ◦C, and idles when the
temperature drops below 35 ◦C; and for the HVAC system, the
built-in PI regulators regulate the evaporator wall temperature
and the A/C blower air mass rate so that the cabin temperature
strictly follows the reference value set by the passenger. In
Control Group 2, a PI regulator is used in the BTM part to
maintain the battery temperature constantly at 39 ◦C, and the
HVAC part is identical to the first group. In Control Group 3,
the lower layer MPC is employed, but the Tbat set value is fixed
at 39 ◦C rather than using planned trajectories from the upper
layer. The constraints of the control inputs are the same as in
(7).

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 12. Temperature
control performance and energy consumption are separately
evaluated.
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Fig. 12. Simulation results: (a) battery temperature; (b) cabin air temperature;
(c) BTM and HVAC power; (d) energy consumption comparison.

A. Battery Temperature Control Evaluation

The ultimate goal of battery temperature control is to maintain
the battery temperature inside the desirable range. In this study,
all three controllers in the simulated scenario have achieved this
goal. The proposed controller and Control Group 1 and 2 all have
the target temperature of 39 ◦C, and the terminal temperatures
accurately follow this value. The on/off controller does not have
a target temperature. It idles after cooling the battery down to
35 ◦C, and the terminal temperature rises to 37.8 ◦, which is
well within the hysteresis band. However, as the only strategy

with long prediction horizon, the proposed two-layer controller
specifically allow some fluctuation in the battery temperature
without losing the terminal target or violating temperature limits.
This provides the basis for energy consumption optimization.

B. Cabin Temperature Control Evaluation

The reference temperature for cabin air is set at 25 ◦ constantly.
The controllers from Control Group 1 and 2 follow exactly this
reference value. It is noticeable that the cabin temperature of
control group 1 is higher for the first 300 s. This is because
during this time the BTM runs at full power and depletes the
capacity of the integrated system. Control Group 3 and the
proposed controller, on the other hand, allows an relaxation of
approximately 0.5 ◦ such that the corresponding steady cabin air
temperature is 25.5 ◦. This is the result of the lower layer cost
optimization. The cost function of the MPC is chosen so that
tolerances for temperatures are allowed in such a way that overall
reference tracking and energy saving can be swiftly achieved
while passenger comfort is not compromised.

C. Energy Consumption Evaluation

For the simulated cycle, the proposed controller can save up to
10.47% of BTM and HVAC energy compared to Control Group
1, and at least 1.99% of vehicle total energy compared to Control
Group 3. One major reason for Control Group 1 consuming more
energy than Control Group 2 and 3 is that it cools the battery to
a lower temperature at the end.

The energy saving merit of the proposed controller is reflected
in the energy consumption comparison Fig. 12(c). The upper-
layer utilizes the long horizon and takes all information within
the horizon as a whole in the planning. This is partly reflected
in the result that the BTM generally works harder when the
vehicle speed is higher, exploiting the higher efficiency range.
The lower layer MPC realizes the energy saving potential from
the upper layer and takes it further by conducting more accurate
optimization on smaller time scale.

D. Evaluation of the Impact of Prediction Uncertainty

The results hitherto presented are based on the assumption that
the entire speed profile and the corresponding power trajectory
are accurately predicted at the beginning. However, perfect
previews over a long horizon are highly challenging, and the
impact of preview uncertainty should be considered.

It should be noted that, uncertainty is an inherent issue for
long-horizon predictive methods. Thus, studies pertaining un-
certainty mainly focus on evaluating its impact on performance
and finding passive approaches to mitigate the impact. In [12]
and [18], the authors focus on reducing constraints violations of
MPC over uncertainty. Adaptive slack factors are introduced to
pro-actively adjust the constraints’ stiffness and consequently
reduce the future violation time. In this work, Both reference
tracking and energy saving are concerned, thus the impact on
both aspects should be evaluated.

A normally distributed random disturbance with a sampling
time of 10 s and max amplitude of 8 m/s is superimposed to the
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Fig. 13. Actual and historical profiles of vehicle speed and battery current.

Fig. 14. Initial and updating Tbat trajectories from the upper layer.

UDDS speed profile to emulated the speed preview error in real-
time. Ibat previews are accordingly generated by the vehicle.
It is assumed that previews for the nearest 50 s (which is the
horizon length of the lower layer MPC) in the future are accurate.
Previews beyond 50 s are given based on historical data. The
real-time previews for the nearest 50 s are updated every 5 s.
Therefore, the lower layer MPC always has accurate previews,
while the upper layer planner has a receding horizon with the
first 50 s accurate and the remaining uncertain. These are shown
in Fig. 13.

It should be noted that, in this study, the well-known UDDS
profile is actually used as the actual profile in the vehicle simu-
lation, while the one with disturbance is seen as the historically
known profile and sent to the proposed controller as the initial
preview. In this way, the vehicle energy consumption except
for the HVAC and BTM system will maintain identical to
the previous control groups which use UDDS, facilitating the
evaluation of HVAC and BTM energy saving.

The corresponding Tbat trajectories for the initial preview and
the updating receding horizons from the upper layer are shown
in Fig. 14. It should be noted that, the random speed disturbance
is specifically chosen such that the corresponding Ibat trajectory
generates almost the same battery heat as the original UDDS,
again facilitating the energy saving evaluation.

The results with preview uncertainty and updating receding
horizon are shown in Fig. 12. The battery and passenger cabin
temperature control performance maintains high with uncer-
tainty. The HVAC and BTM consumption, battery consumption,
and total consumption, compared to those with perfect previews,
increase 3.40%, 0.70%, and 0.52% respectively, maintaining
significant energy saving margins against the three control
groups. These results demonstrate that the proposed two-layer
control strategy maintains high performance under moderate
preview uncertainty.

Fig. 15. Real-time test platform architecture.

VI. REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION

Since the proposed control strategy is dependent on the in-
formation provided by traffic planning and power-train control
which are time-variant and dynamic in nature, the real-time
feasibility of the strategy is crucial for realizing its benefits.
Therefore, it is tested on an RCP and HIL collaborated real-time
platform.

The real-time test system architecture is shown in Fig. 15.
The high-fidelity PHEV vehicle model based on Autonomie
library models is run on dSPACE SCALEXIO HIL platform at
a sampling rate of 0.01 s. Also accommodated on this platform
is the BTM and HVAC integrated model. Since the high-fidelity
integrated BTM and HVAC model based on CoolSim cannot be
accommodated by the HIL hardware, the control-oriented model
is used instead. For the HVAC part, an external PI regulator was
added to control the blower fan air mass rate, which allows the
cabin temperature to track the fixed set point. The two-layer
controller is run on the dSPACE MicroAutoBox RCP platform
with an updating rate of 5.0 s. The connections between the two
platforms are physical wires.

The architecture is designed with the HIL and RCP hardware
respectively emulating the accurate vehicle and plant models
and the onboard ECU executing the proposed strategy in real-
time. Therefore, the test results can strongly indicate real-world
implementing behavior.

For MPC implementation on the actual hardware, a cus-
tomized sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm is
used to translate the MPC problem, and FBstab linear quadratic
programming solver [24] is employed for translated problem
solving.

The key hardware specs and computation time of the simula-
tion and real-time experiments are summarized in Table III.

The real-time experimental results are given in Fig. 16. The
results generally show the similar characteristics as in Fig. 12
except that the energy saving number of the proposed strategy is
higher than that in the simulations. The cause of this phenomena
is that the MPC model mismatch (COM from the model used
in experiments) in the lower-layer is effectively zero, and the
optimization effort based on the model is consequently more
effective. In light of this, it can be seen that, by further improving
the control-oriented model accuracy (by using more advanced
identification methods, which is conceivably a part of the future
work), the energy saving of the proposed method can be higher.
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TABLE III
SIMULATION AND REAL-TIME TEST SPECS AND PERFORMANCE

Fig. 16. Real-time experimental results: (a) battery temperature; (b) cabin air
temperature; (c) BTM and HVAC power; (d) energy consumption compare.

Overall, the real-time experimental results confirms the sim-
ulation results in regard to the benefits of the proposed strategy.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a two-layer predictive optimization control
strategy for BTM and HVAC coupled system is proposed to
obtain the benefits of both long horizon and short dense horizon
with low computation burden. It is validated in simulations as
well as in real-time vehicle model and onboard ECU emulator
experiments. The goals are maintaining battery temperature in
a desirable range, tracking cabin air temperature reference, and
decreasing the energy consumption of the integrated BTM and
HVAC system. An integrated active air cooling BTM and HVAC
architecture is investigated and the corresponding simulation
and control-oriented models are established. The upper layer
formulates a 2-D cost surface based on model characteristics,
accordingly distributes the battery cooling power along the long
prediction horizon and plans the battery temperature trajectory.
The lower layer BTM and HVAC integrated MPC follows the
planned trajectory and enforces the energy saving. For UDDS
cycle and studied vehicle model, up to 10.47% energy saving
can be achieved for the integrated BTM and HVAC system.

The proposed method can be further expanded thanks to
its two-layer sequential structure, providing room for future
upgrades. For example, a more advanced cabin air temperature
controller, which gives the cabin air temperature references, is
readily to be included.
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